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Abstract- In this paper the ACO (Ant colony optimization)
technique of Swarm Intelligence has been used to solve an
interesting class of problem. This is an optimization technique
which is used to solve max-min MDVRP. Unlike the traditional
MDVRP which focuses on minimizing the distance travelled by
the vehicle, this technique focuses on minimizing the maximum
distance travelled by the vehicle. To achieve this level of
optimization 2-opt technique has been used.
Index Terms- Input Image for15 cities, 18 cities and 30 cities,
Clustering and Swarm Intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

ehicle routing problem (VRP) is a combinatorial
optimization problem delving to serve geographically
dispersed customers with a fleet of vehicles. This came into
existence in 1959. VRP is exercised in transportation, tourism,
logistics, school bus path optimization etc. There is one central
depot which takes order from the customers and then finally
supplies them the goods. VRP is closely related to TSP as it
consists of many TSPs with common start and end cities.
Probably, the basic inducement is to minimize the cost by
minimizing the total distance travelled by the vehicles. Other
name for VRP is Single Depot Vehicle Routing Problem
(SDVRP).
An extension of this algorithm is Multi Depot Vehicle
Routing Problem (MDVRP) which implicates number of
depots instead of only one. In most of the real-life VRPs,
demands at the customer nodes vary due to various factors, such
as location and temporal seasonal factors [3]. A network routing
topology generated by solving min-max MDVRP results in a set
of daisy-chain network configurations that minimize the
maximum latency between a server and client. This can be
advantageous in situations in which the server-client connection
cost is high but the client-client connection cost is low
[20].Vehicles should start from the depot and then return back to
the depot after serving an ample amount of customers. Every
customer has a demand which varies stochastically. Vehicles are
assigned to the customers and one customer is served by only
one vehicle. There are few considerations which should be kept
in mind while implementing MDVRP.
1) Vehicle should start and end its route at the depot.
2) A customer is visited exactly once by the vehicle in each
cluster.
3) Total cost to traverse the customers is minimized.

1.1 Nearest neighbor function
a) Each customer/city is assigned to the nearest depot.
b) Routes are made by traversing the vehicles over the cities(
initial solution is made).
c) Local improvement method is applied to the routes initially
formed in order to get better results.
Constraints are imposed on the vehicles:
a) Capacity constraint: includes that a vehicle can carry a
certain amount of goods.
b) Distance constraint: includes that a vehicle can travel a
certain amount of distance.
1.2 Ant Colony Optimization
The technique that is used to solve the problem is Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO). ACO is a probabilistic technique
for solving computational problems which are used to find
optimum path, based upon the behavior of the ant seeking a path
between the food source and their colony. ACO algorithms are
population-based, in that a collection of agents “collaborates” to
find an optimal (or even satisfactory) solution. Such approaches
are naturally suited to parallel processing, but their success
strongly depends on both the nature of the particular problem and
the underlying hardware (12). Initial these ants wander
randomly; they find the food source they keep on laying the
pheromone trail which acts as a communication medium for the
ants. Pheromone evaporates over the period of time.
Minor changes can be done in order to get improved
results of Ant system
1) Transition rule
Relation between the pheromone trail laid done and the
exploration of path done.
2) Pheromone trail update
Increasing the probability of the city been chosen by
updating the value of the pheromone laid.
3) Local trail updates
Evaporation of the pheromone laid down thus the solution
does not stuck in local minima.
4) Candidate lists (of cities)
The one that is closer and has more probability is chosen
as the next city.

II. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
In the fig below cities and depots are randomly distributed
over the planar region. Black nodes are the cities/ customers and
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the red nodes represent the depots. There are 50 cities/customers
and 3 depots. On each depot there are 2 vehicles each. Fig 1.6
represents how the cities /customers are assigned to the depots.
Finally in Fig 1.7 represents how these assignments are given
route. The assignment of routes should be such that the vehicle
routes do not intersect which means that the perturbation is
applied.
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III. PROPOSED WORK
Here broader area of research is swarm intelligence under
which ACO has been chosen. Various problems are encountered
when it comes to transportation of goods like how to decrease the
cost in terms of distance travelled, fuel consumption etc. Thus for
further exploration vehicle routing problems are chosen, under
which this paper will be extending SDVRP to MDVRP. Here
MDVRP is solved using ACO technique. In traditional MDVRP
attempt was made to reduce the total distance travelled whereas
in this case attempt is being made to reduce the maximum
distance travelled by the vehicle. This is done by first making
clusters based upon the distance of cluster from the depot.
Number of routes should be equal to or less than the number of
depots. More number of routes increase the number of vehicles
required thus reducing the quality of solution. Customers are
assigned to different routes. The distance is computed according
to the following rule:
- If D(ci,A) < D(ci,B), then customer ci is assigned to depot A
- If D(ci,A) > D(ci,B), then customer ci is assigned to depot B
- If D(ci,A) = D(ci,B), then customer ci is assigned to a depot
chosen arbitrarily between A and B.

Fig 1: Random distribution of cities and depots
In the above cases,
d=

Fig 2: Assignment of cities to depots

Fig 3: Routes formed

represents the distance between customer ci and depot k. Finally
each cluster is treated as an individual SDVRP in which ACO is
used to find the shortest path such that the distance and the
capacity constraints of the vehicle are not violated. In ACO
artificial ants simulate the behavior of artificial ants. The
objective function corresponds to the quality of food sources and
an adaptive memory corresponds to the pheromone trails [5].
Ants are provided with local heuristic function and global
function which represent the greedy approach and desirability of
a solution respectively. To appropriately guide the search process
using the local and global information, ant colony algorithms
typically use some parameters that include heuristic desirability,
pheromone updating rule, and probabilistic transition rule [5]. 2opt-heuristic, a local search that involves replacing two edges is
used in order to embellish the accuracy. Firstly the heuristic
desirability of visiting one city after other is calculated
i.e. when we move from city i to j . Desirability and distance are
inversely proportional to each other. ; the probability of visiting
the city is calculated

Once desirability value is calculated for each city moving
to the other one, now probability value can be calculated using
the desirability as one of the parameter. Probability is denoted by
pij which tells the probability of visiting the next city which
traversing the route
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The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is given in figure 5.

where τij represents the concentration of the pheromone on the
path from city i to city j, α and β represents the biases for
pheromone trail and visibility respectively, and they represent
parameters to weigh pheromone concentration (which represents
learnt knowledge for more global solution) with respect to
visibility (which represents local heuristic desirability) in the
transition rule (4).
This is done in order to find the shortest path possible. The
value of the pheromone is updated whenever a new city is
chosen. Finally the moment the distance or the capacity
constraints are violated then the depot is chosen as the next city
to be visited. Whenever the vehicle exceeds the vehicle distance
constraint L then the depot is chosen as the next city and a new
tour is commenced for a new vehicle. Thus L is a critical
parameter for calculating the distance for the proposed algorithm.
L is the maximum distance that a vehicle can travel while our
approach tries to find out the minimum of L i.e. L* in each
cluster.

IV. SIMULATION RESEARCH
The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in figure 4.

Procedure MDVRPusingACO
InitializeDataValues
ClusteringTechnique
While( ! numberofclusters) do
SDVRPforeachCluster
While( ! nodeleft) do
ACOforeachVehicle
End-while End-while
End-procedure
Procedure InitializeDataValues
Variables
InterpretData
CalculateDistances
CalculateNearestNeighbourList
IntializeMatrix
InitializeAnts
InitailizethePositonofAnts
InitializeParameter
End-Procedure
Procedure ClusteringTechnique
For m = 1 to noofdepos do
For n =1 noofcities do
D[m][n] =
End
End
For n=1 to noofcities do
For m = 1 to noofdepos do
A[x] = D[m][n]
End
T[n] = sort(a, noofdepos)
End End-procedure
Procedure ACOfor1vehicle
While (!maximumdistance) do
RouteConstruction
LocalSearchProcedure
UpdateStatistics
PheromoneUpdate
End-while
End-procedure
Procedure RouteConstruction
for a = 1 to m do
for c = 1 to n do
ant[a].city[c ] = 0
End-for
End-for
counter ← 1
for a = 1 to m do
r ← random {1; . . . ; p}
ant[a].tour[counter]← r
ant[a].city[r] ← 1
End-for
while (counter < p ) do
counter = counter + 1
for a = 1 to m do
FormulationRule(a, counter)
End-for
End-while
for a = 1 to m do
ant[a] . tour[ p + 1 ] ← ant[ a ] . tour[1]
ant[ a ] . tour_length ← CalculateTourLength(k)
End-for
End-procedure
Fig 5: Pseudo-code: Implementation of algorithm

Fig 4: Flow Chart
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V. RESULT
Here we have made the input image on the 900*600 pixel
we assume that two pixels represents 1 km on the ground. For
example suppose XY city is 150 km apart from the depot which
is considered as the origin. Now when we draw the similar image
according to pixels then we will say that city XY is 300 pixels
apart from the depot. Here we have two options one is we can
draw the position of the depots and the city and the other one is
we can give as input the coordinates of the point. Here we will be
using the first scenario i.e. giving the image as the input.
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Depot B:
Table 2. Route allocation to depot B(15 cities)
Max.
distance

Min.
distance

Average
length

Route
formed

No of
vehicles

Tour
length

772.85

276.994

524.75

B-1112-6-37-9-810-B

1

554

5.2 Result for 18 cities
Depot A:
Table 3. Route allocations to depot A (18 cities)

5.1 Results for 15 cities
Depot A
Table 1. Route allocations to depot A (15 cities)
Maximum
distance

Minimum
distance

Average
length

Route
formed

No of
vehicles

Tour
length

738.3

272.1081

505.2

A-1514-134-3-21-A

1

544.2

Max.
distance
667.15

Min.
distance
167.411

Average
length
417.27325

Route
formed
A-2-15-6-79-8-43-A

No of
vehicles
1

Tour
length
502.25

Fig 8: Left represents depots and right cities (18 cities)
Fig 6: Left represents depots and right cities (15 cities)

Fig 7: Pixel values if depots and cities( 15 cities)

Fig 9: Pixel values if depots and cities (18 cities)
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Depot B:
Table 4. Route allocation to depot B (18 cities)
Max.
distance
416.75

Min.
distance
37.081

Average
length
226.9155

Route
formed
B-1012-1816-B

No of
vehicles
1

Tour
length
111.25

Depot C:
Table 5. Route allocation to depot C (18 cities)
Max.
distance
704.15

Min.
distance
194.97855

Average
length
449.5642

Route
formed
C-1113-1415-17C

No of
vehicles
1

Tour
length
584.95

5.3 Result of 30 Cities

5

Depot A:
Table 6. Route allocations to depot A (30 cities)
Max.
Min.
Average Route
No of
distance distance
length
formed vehicles
882.35
220.57665 551.45
A-3-2- 1
1-3011-134-6-5A
Depot B:
Table 7. Route allocations to depot B (30 cities)
Max.
Min.
Average Route
No of
distance distance
length
formed vehicles
665.25
174.93225 420.1
B-91
10-1214-1516-8-7B

Tour
length
661.75

Tour
length
524.8

Depot C:
Table 8. Route allocations to depot C (30 cities)
Maximu
m
distance
997

Fig 10: Left represents depots and right cities (30 cities)

Minimu
m
distance
356.9030
5

Avg
length

Rout
e

No of
vehicle

Tour
length

676.95

C-2524292728211718-C
C-1920222324-C

2

858.75
197.27
5

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig 11: Pixel values if depots and cities (30 cities)

Ant colony optimization technique has been used to
solve an interesting class of problem. This is an optimization
technique which is used to solve max-min MDVRP. Unlike the
traditional MDVRP which focuses on minimizing the distance
travelled by the vehicle, this technique focuses on minimizing the
maximum distance travelled by the vehicle. To achieve this level
of optimization 2-opt technique has been used. Various time
critical problem fall in this category so this system can be used to
meet the constraints of the problem. Here distance constraints
have been used such that there is a limit to which the vehicle can
travel. Results have been verified for a various test cases and
have been compared to max-min SDVRP and MDVRP using
GA. The results are better than both of them using the proposed
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Ant Colony Optimization Technique. Future work includes using
the concept of time windows using ACO. Other future work can
be using3-opt to solve the problem and get more optimized
result.

[6]

[7]

Table 9. Comparative analysis:
S no.

Cities

1

15
cities
18
cities
30
cities

2
3

Results
(MDVRP)
544.2

Results(SDVRP)

111.25

135

197.5

217

[8]

323.59
[9]

[10]

[11]
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